3.01. Statement of Forest Mapping Expert that BBNP Maps for RFS PAC have been Prepared based on the Official BBNP Boundary Map

I the undersigned:

Name: Jarot Mulyo Samedi, S.Si. M.Sc.
Position: Forestry Mapping Expert

declare that all BBNP maps created by me as documentation for the The Rain Forest Standard Protected Area Credits Demonstration Project in Bali Barat National Park, are based on, and fully in conformance with, official maps obtained from and published by the Bali Barat National Park. No course and boundary map has been created for BBNP, but the official maps are sufficient to clearly distinguish Eligible Forested Lands inside the BBNP from those that abut but are outside the PA.

In witness whereof, this statement is truly made.

Depok, 30th March 2016
Forestry Mapping Expert

Jarot Mulyo Samedi, S.Si, M.Sc
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